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people as expressed at the elections would be carried into law in ion
the new Parliament." But having made up his own mind on Age68
this point, he still had a choice of alternative procedures. He
might advise a dissolution as things stood with the Parliament
Bill produced but not debated ; or he might carry this Bill through
all its stages in the existing Parliament, and defer the election
until the breaking point had been reached between the two Houses.
As between these two things he was unhesitatingly for the former,
and insisted upon it in the teeth of strong opposition from a section
of his own party which predicted disaster if the country were
plunged into a second election within twelve months. One reason
alone seemed to him decisive, namely, that if the election were
taken on a direct issue between the two Houses and the under-
standing with the King obtained at that point, the action of the
Crown must have become a matter of public controversy and in
all probability the most hotly debated of electioneering topics.
On the other hand, the understanding before the election and before
the direct collision between the two Houses kept the action of the
Crown at a distance, and put Ministers on strong ground in standing
simply on the pledge of 14th April and declining to enter into
any controversy about the subsequent action of the Crown.
ra
It is now so generally acknowledged that the King acted rightly
and constitutionally, that criticism has veered to the opposite
pole, and it is suggested that Asquith acted improperly in even
seeking to assure himself that the King would so act. Thus the
biographer of Lord Halsbury (Mrs. Wilson Pox) is of opinion that
the line taken by Lord Halsbury and his supporters ia the contro-
versies of 1911 was a mistaken one, and that they should have
confined themselves to denouncing the " gratuitous suggestion "*
" that the King might, when the occasion arose, refuse to accept
the advice of the responsible Government of the day." This, she
says, was the " real infamy.'*
The " infamy," at its worst consisted in supposing that the
King might attach some importance to the arguments used not
only by Lord Halsbury and the " die-hards/' but by the Unionist
leaders in general, nearly all of whom seemed to challenge the
right of the Crown to exercise the prerogative in any circumstances.
Moreover, it had long been the habit of the Unionist Party to
* Hfe qf Lord Ealtiwy* pp» 266-267.

